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Sainik School Class 9 syllabus:

The Sainik School Class 9 syllabus is available on our site. Check Sainik school entrance

exam pattern 2022-23.  All India Sainik School Entrance Exam 2022-23 is known as

AISSEE is conducted for class 6  and 9  class to admission in Sainik school in India. 

Sainik School class 9 syllabus:

The written test is conducted on the 1  Sunday of January each year. You must be aware

of the pattern before going for an exam. You should know about exam duration, question

pattern, marks allocated for the question. The question time and Sainik school syllabus
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change from time to time. So, you can visit our website and have a look at Sainik School

online course and Sainik School mock test.

Sainik School 9  class entrance exam 2022-23 has two papers. 1  paper is on science and

math while 2  paper is Social studies and English. Math paper has 200 marks while

science is 50 marks. English and Social studies are of 50 marks each. The medium of the

question paper is English.

AISSEE class 9  Exam pattern 2022-23

Subject No. of Questions * Marks Total Marks

Math 50 * 4 200

English 25 * 2 50

Intelligence 25 * 2 50

General Science 25 * 2 50

Social Studies 25 * 2 50

Total Total Questions 150 400

The aspirants can check the Sainik School entrance exam from our app. The students can

clear the exam for getting admission to Sainik School. Also, you can have a look at the

Sainik school sample paper and Sainik school previous year papers.

Sainik School Syllabus class 9:

The candidates are required to clear AISSEE 9  class entrance exam. The students can

take admission for the year 2022-23 in the 9  class. The aspirants can go to the website

for recent exam patterns and syllabus. All the details like question papers are available on

the website. The questions are asked according to the exam syllabus.

Sainik School class 9 Social studies syllabus

History- India in 18  century, Modern history of India, rise, and growth of British

rule in India, Administrative structure, policies and impact of British rule, British

policies and administration in India after 1857, Revolt against British rule, religion,

and social reform, changes in economic life, the struggle of Swaraj, achievements of

Independence, cultural awakening and Nationalist movement 1923-1939.
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 Geography- Types and developments, resources, Human resources, agriculture,

Indian Geography, world geography, natural resources such as soil, water, land,

minerals, plant, and wildlife.

Civics- Natural disasters, United Nations, Cyclone, earthquake, volcanoes,

environmental degradation, floods, globalization, international agencies, United

Nations, foreign policy of India, and neighbors. You can visit our app for Sainik

school coaching, Sainik school previous year paper, Expected cut-off for Sainik

school, and more.

Sainik School class 9 English Syllabus

Letter writing, tenses, passage writing/paragraph writing, construction of story from

outlines, types of sentences, reported speech, spotting errors, active and passive voice,

prepositions, adjective forms, adverb forms, one-word substitutes, question tags,

comparative and superlative degrees and more.

Sainik School Exam syllabus class 9th Intelligence

1. Pattern ( spatial and mathematical)

2. Analogies ( mathematics and verbal)

3. Classification, logical reasoning and visuals, and more.

Sainik School class 9 Science syllabus

Soil, air, Universe, the structure of the atom, Transformation of substances, metals and

non-metals, microorganisms, common diseases, the cell structure of function, refraction

of light, food production and management- Source of energy, magnetism, and electricity.

You can also visit our website for Sainik School preparation and Sainik School admit card

Sainik School class 9 Maths syllabus

Rational exponents and radicals, square and square roots of large numbers, cubes and

cube roots, division of polynomials, compound interest, algebraic identities, profit and

loss discount with percentages, parallel lines, factorization of algebraic expressions, circle,

parallel lines, quadrilaterals, perimeter and areas of the triangle, areas of plane figures,

the circumference of a circle, statics, volume of cone, cube, cuboid, sphere, and

hemisphere. You can visit our app for the Sainik school test series and the Sainik school

mock test.

Sainik School Eligibility criteria 2021-22

There are strict eligibility criteria for class 9th class 2021-22. These criteria are to be

fulfilled for getting admission to Sainik School. 

1. The State domicile, minimum age, and educational qualifications are key parts of

Sainik School.

2. The boy's candidates who are studying in class 8th can apply for the entrance exam.

3. The student's age must be between 13-15 years for admission to class 9th.
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4. You must fulfill the entire eligibility criteria for getting admission in class 9th 

5. The students studying outside India are not eligible for Sainik school admission.

6. The applicants found ineligible at any stage will not be given admission and the fees

paid for filling will not be returned. 

Documents required for Sainik School eligibility criteria 2021-22

1. Birth certificate

2. Caste certificate

3. State Domicile certificate

4. Income certificate

5. Aadhaar card

Sainik School Reservation Criteria

S. No Category Reservation Percentage

1 SC (Scheduled Caste) 15%

2 ST (Scheduled Tribe) 7.50%

3 Home State 67%

4 Boys from other states and UTs 33%

5 Wards of service personnel including ex-
servicemen

25%

Sainik School Admission form 2021-22

1. The admission in Sainik schools is given based on AISSEE 2021 eligibility criteria.

Also, the performance of the students is judged in written exams and medical tests,

2. The forms of Sainik School 2021 are available online

3. The students satisfying the eligibility criteria can apply for AISSEE 2021 admission

test includes a written exam, interview, and medical exam.

4. The application form needs to be submitted and the application fee is 400 rupees. It

is 250 rupees for SC/ST candidates online. 

5. The payment mode is online. It can be done by debit card/credit card/net banking,

6. The hard copy of the application form is not accepted.

Sainik School class 9 Syllabus 2022- Key points
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1. AISSEE syllabus consists of various topics and sub-topics for each subject that are

mentioned in our article.

2. You must cover all topics mentioned in the Sainik School syllabus 2022.

3. After you have gone through the syllabus, the students must check the exam pattern

and do the preparation accordingly.

4. You can also practice sample papers and previous year sample papers with mock

tests. You will have a better understanding of the Sainik school Exam syllabus. 

Benefits of studying at Sainik School

Sainik Schools are one of the best schools that follow the CBSE pattern. There are various

advantages of studying at Sainik School. 

1. The key objective of Sainik School is to send students to the defense forces like

Army, Navy, and air force. 

2. You can develop an all-around personality in school. Many activities develop the

student mentally and physically. 

3. The emphasis is also given in athletics and sports with the academics. 

4. Sports provide a sense of teamwork, confidence, and personality. 

5. The students can participate in debates, dramatics, and declamations. The student

can undergo public speaking a minimum of four times a year. The students develop

the courage to handle crowds. 

6. The aspirants have to run cross country at least three times a year. Ten kilometers

must be completed in 40 minutes. 

7. NCC is a must for all cadets. You must have experience in attending a minimum of

10 NCC camps and a C-certificate. 

8. You must be proficient in other activities such as swimming, horse riding, candle

making, music, dramatics, and the band for NCC. In Sainik School, you get a chance

to participate in all these activities. 

9. The Sainik Schools prepare you for SSB and UPSC interviews.

10. The Sainik School is both for boys and girls. The alumnus is quite strong. 

Join Sainik School coaching with Geometry School

If you want to qualify Sainik School entrance exam, then you must do coaching with

Geometry School. We are a renowned and reputed organization that provides various

courses. We have experienced faculty that provides Sainik School courses online.  We

provide you interactive video sessions and doubt clearing sessions. We are also available

24 by 7. So, you can contact us and we will help you to qualify Sainik School entrance

exam.  So, call us or write to us with your query.

Conclusion

We have discussed the syllabus according to the 8  class of NCERT textbooks. You can

also refer to the official prospectus. The Sainik school course will help you to know about

questions, subjects, and time management in the exam. You are advised to download the

th
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syllabus from the official website. You can take a printout and prepare accordingly. The

candidates can go through all sections. Click on our website for Sainik school admission

form 2022-23.

FAQ [Frequently Asked Question ]

1. Can a girl apply for Sainik School admission for class9th?

The girls are not eligible to apply for the 9th class Sainik School entrance exams.

However, the girls can apply for class 6th Sainik School entrance exams,

2. What is the age limit for class9th Sainik School Entrance exams?

The students must be between the ages of 13-15 years.

3. How can I join Sainik School?

The Sainik Schools provide admission to the aspirants depending on their merit in the

Sainik School Entrance exams. The boys are given admission to the 9th class based on

marks scored in entrance exams, interviews, and medical exams. However, both boys and

girls are applicable to apply for class6th class entrance exams.

4. Is Sainik School comes under the category of a Government school?

The Sainik schools are managed under the Sainik Schools Society under the Ministry of

Defense. Ministry of Defense works with the joint venture of respective state

governments. 

5. Is the Sainik school exam tough?

The aspirants studying in class 5th and 8th can apply for the Sainik School Entrance exam

for class 6th and 9th respectively. The admission procedure is difficult and requires Sainik

School coaching. So, you can enroll with reliable coaching for passing the Sainik School

entrance exams. 

Important Links:

 

 


